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______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract: A proper framework of the requirement engineering process is very important for the success of this 

project. All the stages in requirement engineering must be complete and they must blend into each other to form 

a fruitful model. This model establishes the basic structure with the help of which all the software requirement 

processes can be handled, irrespective of the process in particular. The proposed model stipulates a very 

convenient structure for the requirement engineering process, through which a better understanding of the 

project as well as better results are yielded at the end. Considering market trends and demand will help in the 

collection of the right requirements among the numerous other feasible options. Customer involvement followed 

by the information on company policy improves the elicitation process. StakeRare technique is used for accurate 

and efficient collection of requirements. Requirement traceability matrix is used as the tool for validation of 

requirements. The validation of the requirements assures the perfection of requirements. The specification of 

functional and non-functional requirements and the behavior of the system to be developed are stated. After 

obtaining all this information, an operational prototype of the project is developed, and the requirements are 

finally validated. In conclusion, all the requirements attained are managed and stored.  

 

Keywords: Requirement engineering, requirement gathering, requirement management, traceability matrix, 

StakeRare, market trends. 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I. Introduction 

The proper framework for a requirement engineering process model is very crucial. Software systems come and 

go through a series of passages that account for their inception, initial development, productive operation, 

upkeep, and retirement from one generation to another [1].The existing models referred to in this paper are 

water fall model and spiral model. The existing model provides a good framework but it can be upgraded. 

Inefficient collection of requirements is often the sole reason for the failure of many projects. Methods superior 

than conducting interviews and surveys should be used. The existing model can be amended to strengthen the 

requirement engineering process, in turn leading to success of project. Better requirement collection techniques 

should be adopted and every stage should be completely understood so as to ensure that the project is going in 

the correct direction. The proposed model shown in Figure 1 deals with the following phases 

 Market trend 

 Customer expectation and strategy 

 Strategy plan and company principles 

 Requirement gathering 

 Filtration 

 Operational prototype 

 Validation 

 Change requirements and Management 

Understanding the market trend is the first stage. The demands in the market are first identified .The software 

that is being developed should be able to meet these demands. The next stage involves the customer. The 

requirements of the customer are taken into account; interaction with the customer is essential. Then the 

company policy and strategies are specified and the do-able projects of the particular organization or group are 

advertised. The next stage, dealing with the actual collection of requirements, involves efficient communication 

with the stakeholders in order to find out the appropriate requirements needed for the project. A better 

understanding of all the collected requirements can be achieved by this which is essential in a software process. 

Next an analysis is done to determine the feasibility of the project with the currently gathered requirements and 

these are then filtered .This is a significant stage in which the requirements are thoroughly sieved and the end 

products are comprised of only the efficient and necessary requirements. After this, based on the information 

collected in the previous stages, a baseline prototype is developed. A plan is crafted which gives the description 

of technical tasks to be performed, risks involved and so on. The validation stage helps in identifying the 

inappropriate requirements and checks the correctness of those collected so far. At the end, any unfit 

requirement, if present, is removed/replaced and all the details are acknowledged. 
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Figure 1: Framework for requirement engineering process model 

 

II. Market trend 

“The right choice makes all the difference”. Identifying market trends is a significant phase in software 

requirement engineering. Today the business market is evolving rapidly [21]. Hence it is essential to keep track 

of latest marketing demands and customer needs in order to utilize technology as a strategy advantage for one’s 

company. Propensity of a particular market to progress in a particular direction is called as Market trend [22]. 

Knowledge of these trends helps in building better tools, models and methodologies to meet the company goals. 

This study also deals with checking the viability of the project with the currently assembled requirements. A 

range of tests are conducted on an initial model of the software to test its performance under a variety of states. 

The performance is then evaluated and it is determined whether a requirement is viable or not.  

The determining factors for the feasibility of a requirement include 

 Economic viability[3] 

 Current market scenario 

 Maintainability 

 Performance statistics 

 Dynamic Nature 

 User Friendly 

 Robustness 

 Technical feasibility 

 

III. Customer expectation and strategy 

The system must keep track of customer response to their products, and should identify what is most important 

to its customer, be it relevance, convenience, quality products or services [23]. Apart from that the customer 

may also wish for verity or selection and protection. Customer satisfaction is directly related to their 

expectations. Granting extra features would only have an impact on customers if these features are based on 

their exact needs [24]. The customer may have expectations based on opinions from friends, family, and work 

colleagues, or from articles, blogs and various sites about user experiences, or even their own prior experience.  

Customer service experience affects future services because the customer might convey his/her experience to 

others. 

IV. Strategy plan and company principles 

Company principles are the basic plan of action of the company, intended to ensure that all the requirements of 

the customers or users are met, along with the legal requirements, which has a favorable impact on the 

company-client relationship [25]. Requirements are gathered based on the company principles. Strategic 

planning is the means through which a company establishes its goals, and plans are formulated to achieve those 

goals [26]. It is analytic in nature. Strategic planning assists in requirement elicitation to assist in planning the 

whole process. It is a necessary step to be carried out before the requirement gathering process [27]. The 

organization or the company developing the software system specifies the features or the characteristics of the 

application which it is about to provide [10]. This phase helps the organization to attract the appropriate 

stakeholders with the appropriate requirements. It gives the customers and the end user the basic idea of the 

software system being developed. It helps the customers understand the product that is being developed. 

 

V.  Requirement gathering 

Requirement gathering deals with the collection of raw materials that are essential for the development of the 
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software. It is the most crucial stage in requirement engineering process. We can adopt various methods for 

efficient requirement collection.  To achieve this, interaction with the users of the software, the stakeholders as 

well as select technical experts is of paramount importance. Efficient communication between the software 

developers and the target customers is a key factor to the collection of valuable requirements [2]. Accumulating 

relevant data from the cautiously selected stakeholders, customers and so on, will be the deciding factor in what 

the software finally delivers. The requirements from the stakeholders can be drawn by the process of interviews, 

questionnaires or by conducting surveys [4]. Different parties have myriad sets of varying requirements and so it 

is essential to determine the relevant ones and to design a prioritizing scheme. Efficient communication is a 

must. High priority can be assigned to those requirements which are more popular among users and stakeholders 

alike. Now that all the requirements are gathered and prioritized, we move to the next step, which is practicality 

study. 

VI. Filtration 

This is a stage where the categorization of feasible requirements takes place. The requirements are bifurcated 

based on the sector in which the software is used, the constraints it satisfies, the dimension of its operation, and 

so on. The tool used here is called StakeRare, which incorporates social networking and collaborative study. A 

stakeholder is a person, group, organization, member or system that affects or can be affected by an 

organization’s actions [6]. The first step is to identify the stakeholders. The project scope is identified and then 

the stake holders are categorized based on their role and influence in the project. This method then solicits the 

stakeholders to recommend others, and then builds a social network with these stakeholders as nodes and their 

recommendations as links. It prioritizes stakeholders using a variety of social network measures to determine 

their project influence [7]. This prioritization in carried out with the help of various social network measures. 

Prioritized stakeholder roles and prioritized stakeholders are recognized [8].Next the initial requirements are 

identified and the rating is given to them and recommendations are made using collaborative study. The filtering 

of one large set of requirements is done using collaborative filtering. Finally accurate requirements can be 

obtained with StakeRare method. 

 

VII.  Software requirement specification 

Software requirement specification (SRS) is a comprehensive description of the behaviour of the system to be 

developed. It also includes the use cases which describe the interaction of the users or customers with the system 

that is being developed [10]. It essentially describes the requirements of the customer with respect to the system. 

It also describes in natural language the functions and capabilities of the software system being developed. It 

contains functional and non-functional requirements, and not the design suggestion [11]. After feasibility study 

and filtering of the requirements, the specification is developed. It acts as a blueprint for the software in the 

latter stages of its development.  The goals of an SRS are that it should provide feedback to the customers, it 

should decompose the problem into several component parts, it should serve as an input to the design 

specification, and it should act as a parent document [12]. It mainly consists of overall description, interfaces, 

functional and non-functional requirements and user characteristics. The purpose of the specification is to act as 

a baseline for evaluating the software system. The requirement specification may be written by the procurer, 

bidder, selected developer or the independent RE contractor. Software specification should not include product 

development plans, product assurance plans and designs. 

 

VIII. Operational Prototype 

Prototype is an existing process or model developed to test objectives, functionalities and development of a 

process. Evolutionary, throw away, incremental and extreme prototype are the different types of prototypes 

used. The incremental or iterative software development approaches lead to faster delivery of more useful 

software. But these approaches have some drawbacks like management problems, contractual problems, 

validation problems and maintenance problems. System prototyping plays an important role in helping software 

developers with implementation. Objectives of incremental development and prototyping are different. The 

objective of the prototype is to validate the system requirements.  The objective of the incremental approach is 

to delivering a working system to end users, and prototyping has a short lifetime compared to the incremental 

approach [13]. The first phase is to identify the basic requirements. The second phase is to develop an initial 

prototype for the collected requirements. The customers evaluate the prototype and the developers get the 

feedback from customers. After getting the feedback, the prototype is enhanced and developed. This prototyping 

is known as throwaway prototyping. It is neither maintained by the developer nor delivered to the customer, but 

is mainly used in the requirement engineering process, system design process and testing process. The 

supporting nature of a system for work can be seen by prototyping. The weak and strong points of software and 

requirements can be obtained by this approach [14]. Benefits of using this approach are that usability of the 

system can be improved, and improved design quality and maintainability can be obtained. This helps reduce 

development efforts [13].  
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IX. Validation 

 

A.  Traceability matrix 

Among the various requirements mentioned by the users, the software developer may also mention some 

suggestions. Keeping track of all the requirements gathered is a daunting task. Hence a standard tool for putting 

the requirements together in an organized way is required, and this tool is the Requirement Traceability Matrix 

[9].This matrix is a link that connects all the requirements together throughout the software development 

lifecycle process. This tool is used for error recovery in the software development phase. In the traceability 

matrix, all the feasible requirements are written in the rows and the corresponding acquaintance of these 

requirements with the various stages of software development are specified along the columns. In detail, the 

columns contain requirement ID, requirement description and the test cases. Next is to map the requirements to 

the test cases. If there is a relation between any requirement in a particular row and the corresponding column, 

then the intersecting cell is marked. Each ‘X’ represents a point where functionality needs to be included in the 

system to deliver the Requirement [28].This matrix can be created using automated tools like MS Excel. The 

concept of Requirements traceability could help in analyzing the impact and inconsistency among derived 

requirements or work products due to requirements changes. Requirements can also be mapped against 

objectives if required [28]. Figure 2 shows the structure the traceability matrix and figure 3 gives an example of 

the traceability matrix. 

 

 
Figure 2: Structure of Traceability matrix 

 

 

Figure 3: Example of Traceability matrix 

 

Requirement traceability matrix is used to see that all the requirements are cohesive. This is of great help in 

validating them, since each requirement undergoes a test. It is also used to identify the flaws in the functionality 

of any specific requirement, thus providing a chance for correction and improvement. 

 

X.  Change requirements and Management: 

Requirements are evaluated in the validation phase. If they are found to be inappropriate, then they can be 

changed by this phase using requirement management tools to meet customer needs.  Management is the one of 

the processes used to handle requirements. It involves the requirements being stored in a database and are 

retrieved as and when required. There are different types of software documentation. Management can be 

achieved using requirement citation [15]. It acts as a foundation of what the software system will do. It has 

different purposes. Requirements may come from customers, organization or end users. [16]. It identifies the 

attributes, capabilities, characteristics and quality of the software system to be developed Software changes 

become more challenging, error-prone and time consuming without requirement recording [17]. The need for 

requirement citation is based on the type of software system developed. If the software has low life expectancy, 

then little recording is sufficient [18]. If the software is developed by more than one development team, citation 

is required for communication between the teams [19]. Requirement management tools are used to manage the 

documentation of the software system whose requirements are changing and are complex. It serves as an 

agreement between the customers and the developers on what the software system does [20]. It is necessary if 

the development of software system takes more than a month, if more than one person or more than one team 

works on it. 
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